
Physics

Instructions:  Memorize the following terms and their definitions.

Term Definition

matter something that takes up space

mass  the amount of matter in an object

work the application of force across distance

energy the capacity for work

kinetic energy the energy of an object in motion

potential energy stored energy

electromagnetic energy energy released from processes within an atom

radiation the electromagnetic energy that is released from atoms

radioactive emitting radiation due to the disintegration of atomic nuclei

nuclear fission splitting the nucleus of an atom

nuclear fusion combining the nuclei of two or more atoms together

nuclear energy energy released from nuclear fission or fusion

wave a pulse of energy released from a central source

wavelength the distance between waves

inertia the tendency of an object to continue moving at its current rate of speed

centripetal force the force that keeps an object in a circular path from going outside of that path

centrifugal force the inertial force of an object in a circular path

Name:  __________________________________



Physics

Instructions:  Draw a line from each term to the correct definition, or vice versa.

Term Definition

0.3655640921 electromagnetic energy 0stored energy

0.978874723 radioactive 0.9 the inertial force of an object in a circular path

0.2370685255 nuclear energy 0.4combining the nuclei of two or more atoms together

0.8062362615 radiation 0.4something that takes up space

0.8266311958 inertia 0.2 the energy of an object in motion

0.9857145045 mass 0.9a pulse of energy released from a central source

0.229869769 matter 0.4 the force that keeps an object in a circular path from going outside of that path

0.2533199685 energy 0.5energy released from processes within an atom

0.2033986258 centripetal force 0.5 the amount of matter in an object

0.5049210545 nuclear fission 0.2 the distance between waves

0.65248245 wavelength 0.3 the tendency of an object to continue moving at its current rate of speed

0.6200767746 potential energy 0.6 the application of force across distance

0.3913292377 centrifugal force 0.1energy released from nuclear fission or fusion

0.918989596 nuclear fusion 0.5 the electromagnetic energy that is released from atoms

0.0672731851 wave 0.7 the capacity for work

0.7274231697
kinetic energy

0.8
emitting radiation due to the disintegration of atomic nuclei

0.0709754466
work 0.9splitting the nucleus of an atom

Name:  __________________________________



Physics

Instructions:  Write the missing term on the appropriate blank line.

0.962793667stored energy______________________________

0.673174435 the inertial force of an object in a circular path______________________________

0.042738899combining the nuclei of two or more atoms together______________________________

0.312670067something that takes up space______________________________

0.045817721 the energy of an object in motion______________________________

0.058440053a pulse of energy released from a central source______________________________

0.201977444 the force that keeps an object in a circular path from going outside of that path______________________________

0.63490872energy released from processes within an atom______________________________

0.910868484 the amount of matter in an object______________________________

0.966618745 the distance between waves______________________________

0.961256832 the tendency of an object to continue moving at its current rate of speed______________________________

0.843581004 the application of force across distance______________________________

0.065934151energy released from nuclear fission or fusion______________________________

0.155275455 the electromagnetic energy that is released from atoms______________________________

the capacity for work______________________________

emitting radiation due to the disintegration of atomic nuclei______________________________

splitting the nucleus of an atom______________________________

Name:  ______________________________ Date:  ______________________



Physics

Instructions:  Define each term in the space provided.

0.7145769354 potential energy

0.8945587859 mass

0.849522444 electromagnetic energy

0.9237221815 matter

0.9987111818 centripetal force

0.338840405 radiation

0.8906893362 nuclear fusion

0.8156809732 nuclear energy

0.1501234905 inertia

0.125505778 work

0.3756119492 wave

0.9100339231 centrifugal force

0.9401528002 wavelength

0.1481199209 energy

0.4515111321 nuclear fission

0.5476001534 radioactive

0.5157819409 kinetic energy

Name:  __________________________________ Date:  ______________________


